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Abstract

In contrast to traditional supervised machine learning that takes a set of labeled
data and builds a model that best fits the given data, active learning selects instances
from which it will learn. In a typical setting, active learning starts with some labeled
instance, and queries an unlabeled instance that it can learn the most from. Then the
queried instance is labeled by an oracle, and the learner re-trains the model and con-
tinues the learning cycle. By selecting the most informative instances, active learning
attempts to find the optimal set of training data.

Often, the oracle is a human annotator: for speech data, for example, an annotator
can be a trained linguist. In a typical active learning setting, an annotator’s role is
to provide a label to the instance that the active learner asks for. In this setting,
it is difficult for the annotator to understand why the queried instance is important,
and the annotator takes a passive role in a sense that he or she merely provides the
label to the active learner. In this paper, I propose a technique that explains active
learning queries and an expert-aided active learning procedure in which experts are
more involved in the learning cycle.

The technique was applied to Haverford’s Dark Reactions Project dataset, which
consists of organically-templated metal oxide synthesis reactions. The explanations
of queries are provided to a chemist, who was able to interpret the explanations and
found it helpful identifying chemical space that is poorly understood by the model.
Moreover, the expert-aided active learning showed performance commensurate with
the standard active learning.
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1 Introduction

1.1 What is Active Learning?

Traditional supervised machine learning takes a set of labeled data and builds a model that
best fits the given data. This approach works well when there are a plenty of data to be
trained from. However, in some cases, labeling can be time-consuming or expensive, and
thus only a limited number of labeled data items can be obtained. Consider speech data;
annotating these data is time-consuming and requires trained linguists.

In contrast to traditional supervised machine learning, active learning (also called op-
timal experimental design in the statistics literature) takes a different approach regarding
training data. Rather than simply training a model with a given set of training data,
active learning selects data from which it thinks it will learn the most. By selecting data
(Section 1.3) from which it will learn, active learning attempts to achieve higher accuracy
than comparable supervised learning with the same amount of labeled data.

To demonstrate how active learning can outperform traditional supervised learning with
random sampling (passive learning) [29], I generated the following toy example. In this
example, 200 instances are sampled evenly from two normal distributions. Then logistic
regression is used for a classification task. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the results for active
learning and passive learning respectively.

Active learning used uncertainty sampling (Section 1.3.1), in which the learner queries
the instance that the model is the least confident about. With 20 labeled instances, ac-
tive learning achieved 97% accuracy (3% error), while the random sampling showed 85%
accuracy (15% error). For this dataset, the instances that are close to the boundary are
more informative than the ones that are far from the boundary. Active learning was able
to outperform passive learning by successfully querying the instances that the model can
learn the most from.

Figure 1: Uncertainty Sampling Figure 2: Random Sampling
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1.1.1 Rationales For Active Learning

There are two rationales for how active learning can be helpful. One rationale is exploitation
of cluster structure [10]. Suppose there are three clusters and three classes in data as shown
in Figure 3. In this example, it is sufficient to have three labeled instances to correctly
label the rest of the instances. For example, a Support Vector Machine (SVM), which
classifies based on hyperplanes that separate instances of different classes with the largest
gap as possible, can effectively classify the rest of instances if the labels of the three
circled instances are given. In Figure 3, consider the lines as the decision boundaries or
hyperplanes. Active learning exploits cluster structure in data by specifically asking for the
labels of the instances that the model is uncertain about or instances that are sufficiently
different from the instances that are already in the training set. In reality, the problem is
much more complicated: there might be no cluster in data or even if there are clusters,
most of the instances in a single cluster should be the same class.

Figure 3: Clusters

The second rationale is an efficient search through the version space. The version space
is a set of hypotheses consistent with the currently labeled data [24]. Whenever a newly
labeled instance is added, the version space shrinks, and active learning selects an unlabeled
instance that will shrink the version space the most.

In Figure 4 and 5, the red and blue points represent labeled instances where a color
represents a class. The gray points represent unlabeled instances, and each rectangle
represents a version in the version space. If an instance is within the box, the model
classifies the instance as class A, otherwise class B. In Figure 4, all the boxes are valid
versions and correctly classify all the labeled instances. However, when the circled instance
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is labeled as A, two of the five versions in Figure 4 are no longer valid since they will mis-
classify the instance as class B. Thus, as depicted in Figure 5 the version space shrinks.
Active learners query instances like this in search for the best version. The Query-by-
Committee algorithm (Section 1.3.2) explicitly uses this idea by employing multiple models
and querying the instances that the models disagree about the most.

Figure 4: Version Space: Before Query Figure 5: Version Space: After Query

1.1.2 Active Learning Setup

A general setup for active learning is where an active learner starts with a set of some
labeled data or starts by randomly querying labels of some data. Then it trains its un-
derlying machine learning model (e.g. SVM or artificial neural network) with the labeled
data. Once the active learner trains its model, the learner queries label(s) of unlabeled
data based on its selection strategy (Section 1.3). The labels are then provided by an oracle
(e.g. a human annotator). The model learns from the newly labeled data and continues the
process until it achieves a given accuracy threshold or until no more labeling is available
(e.g. reached a budget constraint). Figure 6 shows an active learning cycle.

1.1.3 Applications of Active Learning

As briefly mentioned earlier, active learning is especially useful and effective when gaining
unlabeled data is inexpensive or free, but labeling data is expensive or time-consuming.
Some examples where active learning can be effective include:
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Figure 6: Active Learning Cycle

• Image Classification: For image classification, it is easy to obtain ample unlabeled
images, but labeling images must be done by human annotators.

• Text Categorization: Consider a webpage categorization problem. Getting millions
of webpages can be easily done by a web crawler, but annotating the categories of
webpages is much more time-consuming and costly [14].

• Speech Recognition: Labeling speech data is time-consuming and often requires
trained linguists. For example, transcription of speech utterance at word level takes
ten times longer than the utterance duration (i.e. 10 minutes for a 1-minute length of
audio). Even worse, transcription at phonetic level takes four hundred times longer
than the utterance duration [39].

• Information Extraction: Information extraction often requires detailed labeling of a
training set. The situation gets worse if labeling requires domain knowledge. For
example, annotating genetic data and disease mentions of medical information often
requires PhD-level biologists [29].

When labeling data is inexpensive, traditional supervised learning suffices. In reality,
however, this is not always the case. When labeling data is expensive, achieving the same
accuracy by using fewer labeled data items is directly related to the cost. Therefore, active
learning is well motivated in many problems where obtaining unlabeled data is inexpensive,
but obtaining labeled data is difficult, time-consuming or expensive.

1.2 Active Learning Settings

There are several active learning settings where a learner can query for a label of data. The
most widely used ones are stream-based sampling, pool-based sampling, and membership
query synthesis.
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1.2.1 Stream-based Selective Sampling

Selective sampling (also called stream-based or sequential active learning) assumes that
obtaining an unlabeled instance is free or inexpensive [2, 29]. In stream-based selective
sampling, a potential query (an unlabeled instance) is drawn from the actual distribution,
and the learner decides whether to query the instance or not. Such decisions can be based
on a selection strategy (Section 1.3) with a certain threshold. Another approach is region
of uncertainty [2]. In this approach, the active learner maintains certain regions where the
underlying model is uncertain, and only queries the unlabeled instances that lie in these
regions.

Figure 7: Stream-based Selective Sampling Figure 8: Pool-based Sampling

1.2.2 Pool-based Sampling

When obtaining a large set of unlabeled data is free or inexpensive pool-based sampling [19]
is appropriate. For example, in computational chemistry, a large set of potential chemical
experiments can be generated all together. Pool-based sampling assumes that there is a
small set of labeled instances and a large set of unlabeled instances. The active learner
evaluates the informativeness of each instance in the pool based on its selection strategy
(Section 1.3). The most informative query is then labeled by the oracle and the learning cy-
cle continues. Compared to stream-based selective sampling, pool-based sampling requires
more computing power and memory. If there is a significant restriction on computing power
or memory stream-based selective sampling could be more appropriate. Alternatively, in-
stead of scanning the entire pool, a subset of the pool can be scanned when the pool size
is too large. Since pool-based sampling selects queries that will give the most information,
the set of training data collected based on pool-based sampling can be significantly biased
(Section 2.1).

In both pool-based sampling and stream-based selective sampling, all queries are drawn
from the actual distribution so the queries are guaranteed to be sensible. In membership
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query synthesis, however, that is not always the case (Section 1.2.3).
Pool-based Sampling has been studied in many real-world problem domains such as

speech recognition, text classification, information extraction, and image classification,
and it has been the most popular scenario in applied active learning.

1.2.3 Membership Query Synthesis

Unlike pool-based or stream-based selective sampling, membership query synthesis [1] can
select any unlabeled instance from the input space. In this setting, the active learner
generates a synthetic instance rather than selecting among a pool of samples.

Since membership query synthesis has no restriction on what instances can be queried,
a study shows that employing membership query synthesis reduces the predictive error rate
more quickly than the comparable pool-based sampling [20].

On the other hand, in cases where the oracle is a human annotator, membership query
synthesis can generate queries that are not sensible. An empirical study shows when mem-
bership query synthesis was employed for training a neural network to classify handwritten
digits, the queries generated by the active learner were not sensible (e.g. an artificial hybrid
word) to humans and had no natural semantic meanings [5].

Membership query synthesis has been shown to be effective for the domains where the
oracle is not a human annotator. King et al. devised a “robot scientist” which carries a
series of biological experiments for determination of gene function using mutants of yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and growth media [17]. In this setup, an instance consists of a
growth medium (a mixture of chemical solutions) and a particular mutant of yeast. The
“robot scientist” using membership query synthesis selects what experiments (unlabeled
instances) to be conducted next. Then, the selected experiments are actually conducted to
obtain the labels. The result shows the experiment selection strategy is competitive with
human performance, and significantly outperforms a naive strategy (a strategy of choosing
the cheapest experiment that has not been done) and random selection, showing a 3-fold
and 100-fold decrease in cost respectively.

One can image that membership query synthesis can also be effective for setups such
as drug discovery and materials discovery.

1.2.4 Query in Batches

So far, all query selection strategies assume that one query is being selected at a time.
In practice, this can be highly inefficient. For instance, conducting biological or chemical
experiments is time-consuming, but multiple experiments can be conducted at the same
time. So it is more efficient to get a batch of queries and conduct several experiments and
feedback a batch of labels (experiment results). In these setups, a batch-selection, where
the learner queries a batch of instances rather than a single instance, is more suitable. For
example, when active learning is used to assist a drug discovery process, a batch selection
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is employed [36].
The most naive approach is Q-best where an active learner selectsQ best instances. This

approach, however, does not consider the information overlap among the query instances,
and therefore it is not effective in most cases. In order to avoid this problem, there have
been other approaches proposed such as incorporating diversity among the instances in
batch and treating the selection process as a set optimization problem in which active
learner selects a set of certain size that provides the most information [6, 13]

1.3 Query Selection Strategies for Active Learning

Active learning attempts to find the optimal training set by selecting a series of unlabeled
instances that are most informative. There are several query selection strategies or learning
criteria that have been studied in the active learning literature.

1.3.1 Uncertainty Sampling

Uncertainty sampling is a selection strategy where an active learner selects the least certain
instance. For example, in a binary classification problem, the active learner will select a
data point the current underlying model is least certain about (i.e. the one close to 0.5 con-
fidence). This strategy is simple, but it only considers a single data point where the model
is the least certain and does not make use of other labeled points [29]. Mathematically,
the least confident instance, x∗LC , is the following:

x∗LC = arg max
x

(1− P (ŷ|x))

where P (ŷ|x) is the probability (confidence) of the instance x having predicted outcome ŷ
under the current model.

There are other variants of the least certain selection strategy that use different uncer-
tainty measures. Margin sampling makes use of the most and the second most probable
class labels for its uncertainty measure [28, 29]. By incorporating the second most probable
class, it attempts to make the best use of the distribution of labeled data.

In the following sections, x∗ is the most uncertain instance, y is a label, and P (ŷ|x) is
the probability of instance x being ŷ under the current model. Under margin sampling,
x∗M is the following:

x∗M = arg min
x

(P (ŷ1|x)− P (ŷ2|x))

where y1 is the most probable and y2 is the second most probable class of x. x∗M is the
instance that the current model is the most confused about meaning the model is not sure
whether to classify x as y1 or y2.

Another variant of uncertainty sampling, perhaps the most widely used one, is Shannon
entropy [33]:
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x∗H = arg max
x

−(
∑
i

P (ŷi|x) logP (ŷi|x))

where−
∑

i P (ŷi|x) logP (ŷi|x) is the Shannon entropy, H. It can be interpreted as selecting
an instance that will give the most information when the model knows about the label of
the instance.

For binary classification problems, all three methods are mathematically equivalent.

1.3.2 Query by Committee Algorithm

The Query-by-committee-algorithm (QBC) [32] uses an ensemble method [12] along with
uncertainty sampling. As the name suggests, the QBC algorithm maintains a “committee”,
C = {c1, c2, ..., cn}, of machine learning models trained with the same labeled instance. In
the QBC algorithm, each model, ci, can be thought of as an explicit version or hypothesis
for the current set of labeled instances. For a query selection, each model votes on labeling
of unlabeled instances, and the instance where committee members disagree the most is
selected as the next query.

Figure 9: QBC - Before Query Figure 10: QBC - After Query

Figure 9 and 10 provides a visualization for the QBC algorithm. In these figures, the
committee consists of two members: model 1 and model 2 are represented as boxes. Two
members agree on all the instances except for the circled instance in 9. Since this instance
is the instance where the committee disagrees the most, the active learner will query this
instance. Once the instance is labeled, the version of model 1 needs to expand to correctly
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label the newly labeled instance as shown in Figure 10. As active learning proceeds, the
versions of members converges.

The intuition behind the QBC algorithm is minimizing version space. By quickly
identifying instances that different models disagree with, it selects a set of labels where
several models can converge, narrowing down version space.

1.3.3 Other Selection Strategies

There are several other selection strategies such as expected error reduction [8], variance
reduction, and expected model change [31] :

• Expected Error Reduction: the learner queries the instance that would reduce the
generalization error the most.

• Expected Variance Reduction: the learner queries the instance that would minimize
the output variance.

• Expected Model Change, the learner selects the unlabeled instance that would change
the current model the most if the label is known.

1.4 Sampling Bias in Active Learning

Although many empirical studies and experiments report that active learning outperforms
comparable passive learning, there have been reports that active learning does not pro-
vide any benefit. In some cases, it was reported that active learning does worse than its
comparable passive learning [10, 14].

The underlying reason why active learning under-performs is sampling bias. Sampling
bias is a bias in which a sample is collected in a way that some instances are less likely to
be included in the sample. In machine learning as well as in the statistics a training dataset
or sample is assumed to represent the population. Since the training set is a representation
of the population, the model is derived from the training set, and the model is expected
to represent the population. If the training set is not an accurate representation of the
intended population, then the erroneous model is likely to be derived. For example, let’s
say that one is trying to make a machine learning model for predicting a house price in
New York City on the basis of some characteristics of a house. Suppose that the most
of the training data is from the Bronx, and it lacks data from Manhattan. If a model is
trained with this dataset, then it is likely that the model would fail to predict a price of a
house in Manhattan.

Dasgupta and Hsu presents a one-dimension example, where an active learner under-
performs a comparable model with random selection even with infinitely many labels [11].

In high dimensions, the problem arising from sampling bias is often worse. Many
studies focused on improving uncertainty measures or learning criteria that reduce sampling
bias [11, 14, 16, 38].
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Due to its nature of selective sampling, the distribution of training set collected by
active learning is tied to the model and the selection strategy. Thus, it is inevitable that
it quickly diverges from the natural distribution.

Some studies report that training set collected with an active learner can still be effective
in training a different model. Lewis and Catlett trained a decision tree (C4.5) model with
the training set collected by an active learner with naive Bayes model and uncertainty
sampling [18]. Although the training set is biased and selected by a different model, the
decision tree trained with the training set yielded higher accuracy than the decision tree
trained with a randomly selected training set that is ten times larger. Other studies also
successfully re-used the training set collected by an active learner of a model to train
different models [15, 34].

However, there are also opposite results. In Baldridge and Osborne’s study, when a
training set of a parser model is used to train different parser models, often the gains from
active learning is negligible or sometimes even worse than random selection [3]. Baldridge
and Osborne reduced the number of training instances required by each parser model by
employing an active learner with a heterogeneous ensemble model that consists of several
parser models. Intuitively, an ensemble model is a mixture of models thus a training set
collected with an active learner that uses an ensemble model as an underlying model is
expected to be more general than a training set collected with a single model active learner.

The main reason for using active learning is because obtaining labels of data is expen-
sive. As Baldridge and Osborne’s study shows a training set built via active learning might
not be useful to different models [3], meaning one might need to discard the training set
in order to avoid training a model from a biased sample. In cases that there is no known
model or model needs to be changed, using active learning might result in an increase in
total cost of labeling.

Although using heterogeneous ensemble method helps in generating a training set that
is more applicable to different models, ensemble methods require more computing power
than single model methods. Thus, an ensemble method may not be always feasible.

1.5 Further Readings

The background for the literature review is heavily borrowed from Settles’s Active Learn-
ing Literature Survey [29] and Active Learning book [30]. The survey paper and the
book provide a comprehensive background for active learning. Hanneke’s Theory of Ac-
tive Learning [14] also provides a good theoretical background of active learning with an
emphasis on disagreement-based active learning methods.
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2 Statement of the Problem

2.1 Explaining the Predictions of Any Classifier

Although machine learning has been widely adopted, understanding the reasoning behind
machine learning models has been often neglected. For understanding an obscure model
globally, the most common approach has been building a human interpretable model such
as a decision tree based on the predictions of the obscure model such as SVM or artificial
neural network [4, 9].

Analyzing the decision tree extracted from an underlying model provides a holistic
understanding of the model and it helps to understand hypotheses of the underlying model.
For example, Raccuglia et al. generated chemical hypotheses to guide future chemical
experiments by using an SVM-derived decision tree [25].

Extracting and analyzing the decision tree derived from an obscure model provides an
explanation of a model. However, using the decision tree to explain individual predictions
may not be very useful. Explaining a prediction not only involves tracking down the
decision tree from the root to a node but also tracking down the other branches to examine
how one decision on a feature affects the prediction. For example, if a decision node is
X1 < 0 for a feature X then it is difficult to say how the value of X1 affects the prediction
without examining both branches and their sub-branches from the node unless one side of
the branch always results in one class. Suppose an instance has a positive value for X1.
Depending on the values of the other features, having a positive value for X1 may affect
the instance to be classified as one class or another. It is also possible the value of X1 does
not affect the prediction at all given the values of the instance’s other features. To examine
how X1 affects the prediction examinations of sub-branches may be required.

With decision trees, especially with the ones that involve many features, it is not an
easy task to analyze and pinpoint what features were important and how those features
affected the prediction of an instance.

2.1.1 Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations

As discussed above, it has been a challenge to provide an interpretable explanation of a pre-
diction. Recently proposed Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [27]
has demonstrated success in providing explanations for predictions. LIME is a model-
agnostic technique to provide explanations for the predictions of a classifier. It is similar
to methods used to explain a model in that LIME also derives interpretable models such as
decision tree, linear models, and falling rule lists to provide an explanation. The key dif-
ference is that LIME builds an interpretable model with a generated sample in the vicinity
of the prediction that it tries to explain, rather than building a global model.

For a given predicted instance, x, LIME generates a perturbed sample set Z in the
neighborhood of the instance. Then based on the sample Z and their labels from the
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Figure 11: LIME [27]
The blue and red background represent the decision boundary of
a complex model. For a prediction of an instance x, the bold red
cross, that needs to be explained, LIME generates a sample in the
vicinity of x by perturbing x. Based on the sample, LIME trains
an interpretable model from which it will derive an explanation
from (a linear model for this figure). Although this model does
not necessarily explain the model globally, it approximates how
the model behaves in the vicinity of x [26].

model, LIME searches for the most interpretable model, and derives an explanation, ξ(x).
The explanation is obtained by the following:

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

L(f, g, πx) + Ω(g)

where G is a set of potentially interpretable models such as linear models, decision trees,
and falling rule lists. f is the complicated model whose prediction that LIME attempts to
explain. Ω(g) is the complexity of an interpretable model g, which can be the number of
variables for a linear model or the depth of a decision tree. L(f, g, πx) is a measure of how
unfaithful a model g or how inaccurate the model is in the vicinity of x. The unfaithfulness
of a model is computed as the following:

L(f, g, πx) =
∑

z, z′∈Z
πx(z)(f(z)− g(z′))2

in which πx is a weight (e.g. a distance measure between x and z′).
Understanding the reasoning behind a model and especially understanding predictions

are useful in several ways. An explanation of prediction is important in accessing trust of
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a model [27]. Even if a model has shown to be highly accurate in a test set, the accuracy
itself may not be enough for a human to determine to use the model for decision making.

Consider a machine learning model that aids doctors by providing a diagnosis of a
patient. In order for a doctor to trust the prediction of the model, the reasoning behind the
prediction is crucial. Without any explanation, a doctor can be reluctant to trust the model,
but if the model provides an explanation such as “sneeze”, “fever”, and “inflammation”
the doctor will be more willing to trust the model. Moreover, if the model provides an
explanation that does not make sense based on the doctor’s prior knowledge (e.g. “height”
for cold), the doctor can easily access the appropriateness of the model. The explanation
for prediction is not only useful to access the trust but also helpful to easily identify
the weaknesses and flaws of a model using humans’ prior knowledge and avoid a hasty
conclusion of a model.

2.2 Problem Statement: Explaining Active Learning Queries

One problem in active learning is that when an active learner queries an instance, it does
not provide a very human-interpretable explanation about the query. In the settings where
annotators are human experts, it is natural that the experts ask “why this particular
instance?”

As discussed in Query Selection Strategy for Active Learning (Section 1.3), a query is
selected based on a metric, and the value of “uncertainty” whether it is least confident,
margin, or entropy does not convey much information about the query instance. For
example, the value of uncertainty measure such as entropy is not helpful in providing
a human-interpretable explanation of “why” or “how” labeling the instance is likely to
improve the model.

If a query is provided with an explanation of how or why labeling the query will improve
the model, such information can offer insight to domain experts. The simplest form of such
explanation would be to explain the key variables in the query that make it difficult to
predict the outcome.

Active learning showed a promising result in computational chemistry. In a discovery
process of finding active compounds from a large dataset of compounds, using an active
learner outperformed using a passive learner with random sampling [35, 36]. In addition
to simply providing a batch of experiments that are expected to improve the underlying
model the most, if the active learner provides clues to why it thinks these experiments
are important or how these experiments are going to improve the current model, such
explanations of queries can offer insight to chemists.

Rather than blindly following the recommendations of an active learner, the cycle of
active learning can be more interactive between an active learner and chemists (human
annotators). For example, when explanations are provided along with queries, a hybrid
active learning setting is possible, in which chemists use their domain knowledge to decide
not to perform some recommended reactions and instead perform others that are more
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intriguing based on the explanations of the queries.
In a traditional active learning setting, human annotators do not play an active role

other than providing the labels of queries. When human annotators are experts, their
knowledge is not utilized and the interaction between an active learner and domain experts
is one directional. When a query is provided with an explanation, the process of querying
and labeling can be more interactive and allow experts greater leeway to utilize their
domain knowledge in a more interesting way. Moreover, incorporating domain knowledge
in active learning may lead to faster learning.

3 Methods

In this section, I propose a technique that generates a human interpretable explanation of
active learning queries using LIME. Although the method focuses on active learning of a
binary classification problem of uncertainty sampling, it can be generalized and used with
a different selection strategy or/and a multi-class classification problem. More discussion
on applying the method to a different strategy is provided in Section 3.3.

3.1 Using LIME to Explain Uncertainty

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, LIME provides an explanation of a prediction. Directly
applying LIME on a query instance provides an explanation of the prediction of the model,
which is different from explaining why the query instance is selected.

In active learning with uncertainty sampling, a query instance is the most uncertain
instance in the pool of unlabeled instances. Thus, explaining why the query instance is
selected is reduced to explaining the uncertainty of the query instance.

3.1.1 Definition of Certainty

Given an instance, the certainty of the prediction of a model measures how confident the
model is in predicting the class of the instance.

For multi-class classification with n classes, the certainty of a prediction of instance x,
x∗C , can be defined as follows:

x∗C =
n

n− 1

∣∣∣∣P (Classhighest prob|x)− 1

n

∣∣∣∣
where Classhighest prob is the class with the highest probability and P (Classhighest prob|x)
is the probability of x being the class. The certainty value ranges from 0 (most uncertain)
to 1 (most certain).

For binary classification, since P (Class0|x) +P (Class1) = 1, the certainty of a predic-
tion of instance x, x∗C , can be simplified as follows:

x∗C = 2|P (Class0|x)− 0.5|
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where P (Class0|x) is the probability of instance x being Class0 under the current model.
The rest of the paper focuses on binary classification problems.

3.1.2 Uncertainty Mapping

For most of the widely used models such as SVM, Random Forest, and Neural Network,
there are standardized methods to estimate probabilities of their predictions1. Using this
estimated probability, a certainty value can be computed for each instance, and based on
a threshold, instances are labeled as either certain or uncertain. While such a threshold
can be a fixed value, it can also be dynamically determined. For example, the threshold
can be set to the 25th percentile of certainty values computed for all unlabeled instances.

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate how uncertainty mapping works. Figure 12 shows a plot
for a binary classification problem, where red and green points represent labeled instances
and blue points represent unlabeled instances. For the base model, a SVM with a linear
kernel is used.

Based on the trained SVM, all instances are mapped as either certain or uncertain as
illustrated in Figure 132. For this example, the threshold is dynamically determined based
on the certainty values of the 200 unlabeled instances, and the 50th percentile is used to
set the threshold.

3.1.3 Explaining Uncertainty

If the features used to explain uncertainty are identical to the features used to train the base
model, the certainty function of x, x∗C , can be used as the prediction probability function
of certainty instead of introducing an intermediary model that predicts uncertainty3. In
this case, the prediction probability functions of certainty are defined as follows:

P (Uncertain|x) = 1− x∗c
P (Certain|x) = x∗c

When the features used for an explanation generation are different from the features
used to train the base model, an intermediary model4 can be used to predict the prediction
certainty of the base model.

1For instance, a popular machine learning library scikit-learn provides APIs to estimate prediction
probabilities for the most of the classification models in the library

2In fact, for this toy example, the features used for explanation are identical to the features used to train
the base model. Therefore, explicit uncertainty mapping can be skipped and the probability prediction
function of the base model can be directly used to formulate the prediction probability function needed for
LIME.

3LIME only requires the prediction probability function of a model and does not require the actual
model. Therefore, it is sufficient to provide the prediction probability function of certainty.

4The intermediary model must be fairly accurate in predicting certainties of the base model.
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Once uncertainty mapping is completed, an intermediary model is trained on the
mapped data. Given an instance x, this model predicts whether the base model will
accurately classify x regardless of the classification of x. Since this intermediary model
predicts whether the prediction of an instance is certain or uncertain, when the prediction
probability function of the intermediary model and a query instance are passed to LIME,
LIME generates an explanation as to whether the query instance is either certain or un-
certain. Since the query instance is most uncertain as long as the intermediary model is
accurate, the prediction of the query instance will be uncertain.

For the toy example, an SVM with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used as
the intermediary model and trained with all instances with the certainty labels obtained
from uncertainty mapping (Figure 13). Then the intermediary model and q are given to
LIME to generate an explanation of why q is uncertain.

The following is the explanation5 provided by LIME for the query instance q with
coordinate (−1.80, 1.62) and Figure 14 shows the visualization of the explanation:

* X1 ≤ -0.16 (weight: uncertain)

* X2 > 0.59 (weight: uncertain)

Most of the certain instances are in Quadrant I (+,+) and Quadrant III (−,−) whereas
most of the uncertain instances are in Quadrant II (−,+) and Quadrant IV (+,−). Thus,
the explanation generated by LIME is an accurate description of why the active learner se-

5LIME also provides weight for each feature. For this example, both constraints contributed for the
instance being uncertain.
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lected q as the query instance. The active learner selected q because the model is uncertain
when an instance is within the region defined by X1 ≤ −0.16 and X2 > 0.59.

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, LIME provides a locally faithful explanation. As Figure
14 shows, the LIME’s explanation does not apply to uncertain instances in Quadrant IV.
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Figure 14: Explanation
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Figure 15: Explanatory Region

3.1.4 Explanatory Region

The LIME explanation of a prediction for tabular data consists of ranges of features (con-
straints). Thus, an explanation can be used to define an explanatory region, n dimension
space where n is the number of constraints in the explanation.

For the toy example, LIME provides an explanation X1 ≤ −0.16 and X2 > 0.59 for
the query instance q. These two constraints define a region and Figure 15 illustrates the
explanatory region.

3.2 Batch Selection

As discussed in Section 1.2.4, querying one instance at a time is often highly inefficient in
practice. In a typical batch selection strategy, a set of Q instances is selected from the pool
of unlabeled instances.
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3.2.1 Explanatory Region-Based Batch Selection

Each active learning round can be considered as reducing or exploring the uncertain region
(Section 1.1.1). The problem is that it is difficult for a human to understand what regions
are being explored especially when the dataset has a large number of dimensions.

Given an explanatory region defined with constraints that contribute to an instance
being uncertain, a different approach can be taken: selecting a batch from the explanatory
region rather than the entire pool. By selecting a batch of unlabeled instances from an
explanatory region, each active learning round explicitly explores the explanatory region.

The batch selected from an explanatory region is likely to have less variance in the
batch compared to the other batch selected from the entire pool. Although this reduction
in variance may lead to a performance loss, there are benefits to this batch selection
strategy. First, a human annotator who labels the queries can have a better understanding
of what labeling the batch means. Second, it can be easier to label a batch of instances
that are similar to each other. For example, in the context of applying active learning to
materials discovery, a chemist can have a better understanding of what performing a batch
of reactions means since there is an explicit explanatory region defined. Moreover, it is
easier to perform a batch of similar reactions compared to performing a batch of reactions
that are very different.

The number of unlabeled instances that are within an explanatory region varies in size
for different queries. It is possible that the number of unlabeled instances is smaller than
the desired batch size. In order to cope with this, a bigger batch consisting of several
smaller batches can be used.

For example, suppose an ideal batch size is 50. Then multiple batches selected from
different explanatory regions can be used to fill the large batch. This process of creating
a bigger batch out of smaller batches can be done in a greedy way. Algorithm 1 describes
one possible approach.

3.2.2 K-Means Clustering Algorithm Based Batch Selection Strategy

As discussed in Section 1.2.4, Q-best is often not a good batch selection strategy and there
have been studies on more effective batch selection strategies [6, 13]. Since the study of
batch selection strategies is beyond the scope of the thesis and there is no standard im-
plementation of those proposed batch selection strategies available, simple batch selection
strategies based on k-means clustering algorithm are used.

The k-means clustering algorithm partitions n instances into k clusters, where the
centroid of a cluster is defined as the mean of instances in the cluster [21]. Using the
k-means clustering algorithm two strategies are made: k-means uncertain and k-means
closest.

For both k-means-uncertain and k-means-closest, given a batch size k, partition the
pool of unlabeled instances into k clusters. Then from each cluster, select a representative
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Algorithm 1: Batch selection based on multiple explanatory regions

1 Let Q be the batch size
2 Let b be the maximum sub-batch size
3 Let Batch be an empty set
4 Let Exclusion be an empty set
5 while Batch size is less than Q do
6 Get a query instance x
7 Let Exp(x) be the explanation of uncertainty on x
8 Let ExpRegion(x) be the region defined by Exp(x)
9 Let ExpPool(x) be the unlabeled instances in ExpRegion(x) but not in

Exclusion
10 Select b instances from ExpPool(x) based on a batch selection strategy
11 Add the selected instances to Batch
12 Add the instances in ExpPool(x) to Exclusion

13 end
14 return Batch

instance: k-means-uncertain selects the one with lowest certainty value from the centroid,
while k-means-closest selects the closest instance to the centroid. Algorithms 2 and 3
describe the details.

Algorithm 2: k-means-uncertain

1 Let P be the pool
2 Let Batch be an empty set
3 Let k be the batch size
4 Let C be the centroids from k-means clustering algorithm on P
5 Assign p ∈ P to a cluster represented by the closest centroid c ∈ C
6 for each cluster represented by c ∈ C do
7 Let b be the instance that has the lowest certainty value in c
8 Add b to Batch

9 end
10 return Batch

3.3 Applying the Technique to a Different Selection Strategy

As discussed in Section 1.3, there are several query selection strategies that are used in
active learning. All the strategies mentioned in Section 1.3 select a query based on a
certain measure whether it is uncertainty sampling, the QBC algorithm, or expected error
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Algorithm 3: k-means-closest

1 Let P be the pool
2 Let Batch be an empty set
3 Let k be the batch size
4 Let C be the centroids from k-means clustering algorithm on P
5 for each cluster represented by c ∈ C do
6 Let b be the closest instance to the centroid c.
7 Add b to Batch

8 end
9 return Batch

reduction.
For instance, the QBC algorithm uses a disagreement coefficient to select a query. The

QBC algorithm can be easily adapted to the technique by using disagreement coefficient in-
stead of certainty. Instead of mapping certainty, we map disagreement. Once disagreement
is mapped (i.e. is instances are labeled as either agreed or disagreed about the classification
of the instances by the models in the committee) LIME can explain the disagreement of
the query instance. Similarly, other selection strategies can be used.

4 Active Learning with Domain Knowledge Utilization

One of the problems with active learning is that the interaction between a human annotator
and an active learner is one-directional. In a typical active learning setting, a human
annotator’s role is to provide the labels of the queries that the active learner asks for, and
there is not much room to incorporate the annotator’s domain knowledge.

In Section 3, I proposed a technique to explain active learning queries. An explanation
of a query itself can be useful: it may provide insight to domain experts or it may allow
domain experts to use their domain knowledge to detect a problem with the current learning
strategy or model. Furthermore, I propose a hybrid active learning setting, in which experts
incorporate their domain knowledge in a learning cycle. In this setting, the active learner
recommends multiple queries along with explanations, and experts choose a query based
on their interest and domain knowledge.

For instance, consider an active learning setting for materials discovery. In a typical
active learning setting, chemists conduct reactions that the active learner wants. In this
new setting, the active learner will recommend multiple reactions and provide explanations
of why these reactions will improve the model, and chemists will choose reactions that they
are more interested in, based on their domain knowledge. This query selection and labeling
approach, in which domain knowledge is incorporated in the active learning cycle, may lead
to a performance improvement.
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An active learner does not have domain knowledge: although an active learner may
think that knowing the label of an instance is likely to improve the model, the reason may
be unsound or uninteresting to domain experts. Thus, explanations of queries can help
experts make the decisions on whether to accept or reject labeling queries.

4.1 Incorporating Domain Knowledge in Active Learning Cycle

To demonstrate how domain knowledge can be incorporated in active learning and how it
can increase learning rate, a synthetic dataset is generated for a simple binary classification
problem.

4.1.1 Synthetic Data

The synthetic data consists of the four two-dimensional normal distributions with μ =
(±3,±3) and σ = 2. For each distribution, 50 instances are randomly generated. Instances
sampled from normal distributions centered at μ = (±3,+3) are labeled as class A, while
instances sampled from normal distributions centered at μ = (±3,−3), are labeled as class
B. Figure 16 shows all 200 instances.

For the training set, 20 instances are sampled: 10 from the normal distribution with μ =
(+3,+3) and 10 from the normal distribution with μ = (−3,−3) (Figure 17). The training
set is generated in a biased way: the distribution of training set is different from that of
the population. The training set is generated in this way to mimic ‘domain knowledge’,
which will be described in the next section.
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4.1.2 Learning Cycle with Domain Knowledge

In the example, the training set is sampled from a subset of the population, which creates a
sampling bias. We assume that an expert, although he or she does not know the population
distribution, has full knowledge of the instances that are in the training set. In this setting,
domain knowledge can be mimicked by making the artificial expert prefer queries that are
substantially different from the instances that are already in the training set. Because of
the bias in the training set, instances in Quadrant II and IV are more “interesting” to the
domain expert.

For this toy example, in each round, the active learner recommends four potential
queries based on k-means-uncertain (Algorithm 2). Among the four queries, the artificial
expert selects a query to be labeled. To mimic domain knowledge, the artificial expert is
encoded to prefer a query in Quadrant II or IV to a query in Quadrant I or III. If there is
more than one query in Quadrant II or IV, one is randomly selected. If none of the four
queries is in Quadrant II or IV, one of the four queries is randomly selected. By setting
active learning in this way, both domain knowledge and explanations are simulated: where
the explanations are what Quadrants instances are in.

For performance comparisons, active learning (uncertainty sampling) and passive learn-
ing (random sampling) are run with the same training set and pool.

4.1.3 Result

An SVM with degree 3 polynomial kernel is used as the model. The test set consists of
100 instances that are generated in the same way the pool is generated (25 from each of
the four distributions). MCC is measured for each active learning round.

Figure 18 shows the average MCC over 100 trials. Overall, expert-aided active learning
(EAL) outperforms both active learning (AL) and passive learning (PL). For the first 7
queries, the average MCCs of EAL are greater than those of AL at α = 0.01 level (the
t-test result can be found in Table 2 in Appendix A).

The toy example is devised in a meticulously controlled way. The purpose of the toy
example is to show how domain knowledge can be incorporated in an active learning cycle
and to show the potential performance benefit from it.

5 Expert-Aided Active Learning

In this section, expert-aided active learning will be tested on the Dark Reactions Project6.
For each active learning round, a query explanation is provided to assist an expert in
making a decision of accepting or rejecting a set of reactions recommended by the active
learner.

6Code and data for replicating the experiments are available at https://github.com/kh-chang/

explaining-active-learning-queries
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Figure 18: Incorporating Domain Knowledge in Active Learning

5.1 Dark Reactions Project Dataset

Haverford’s the Dark Reactions Project (DRP) aims to help chemists to collect better data
in a more efficient way by utilizing machine learning algorithms.

5.1.1 Description

The DRP dataset consists of organically-templated metal oxide synthesis reactions with
information such as the reactants and their masses, temperature, pH, and time. The
reaction is labeled as either a success or a failure in terms of the crystallinity of the reaction
product. If a reaction produces a polycrystalline product, the reaction is considered as
a success. The bar is intentionally set low because chemists have been good at fine-
tuning a reaction that produces a polycrystalline product to the one that produces a single
crystalline product. Such a fine-tuning process often involves trying numerous reactions
with the same reactants but with varied masses, temperatures, etc. Moreover, conceptually
the distance between polycrystalline and single crystalline is much shorter than the distance
between no crystalline and single crystalline.

The entire space of reactions that the DRP covers is extremely large with dimension
close to 270. The existing dataset, however, is nowhere close to covering the entire space.
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Many reactions are similar in the process of fine-tuning mentioned above. Moreover, the
reactions are chosen by chemists or the DRP recommendation system. As a result, three-
quarters of the dataset are successful reactions. This is problematic: a classifier that
classifies every reaction as a successful reaction will have an accuracy close to 75%. Thus,
the DRP researchers suggested using more robust Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC),
which takes into account true and false positives and negatives, for evaluating a machine
learning model for the DRP dataset [22]. The MCC can be calculated from the confusion
matrix using the formula [23]:

MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)

These characteristics of the DRP dataset make it difficult to work with it, but since
the space is very large and mostly unexplored, and labeling a reaction means a chemist
performing an actual experiment, the dataset is suitable to apply active learning.

5.1.2 Training and Test Sets

The specific version of the DRP dataset is from Machine-learning-assisted materials discov-
ery using failed experiments [25]. The dataset consists of 3955 labeled reactions previously
performed and additional 266 reactions. The 266 reactions are used as the validation set in
Raccuglia et al.’s study [25]. The 266 reactions consist of 155 reactions recommended by
the machine learning model in the paper and the rest 123 reactions are chosen by chemists.
Since the goal of the DRP project is to predict the outcome of reactions with new combi-
nations of reactants, the combinations of reactants in the 266 reactions are different from
those of 3955 reactions.

To reflect this goal, the DRP researchers have been using a specially designed splitting
method called exploratory split [22, 25] to split data into the training and test sets. While
random split can potentially include the same combinations of reactants into both the
training and test sets, exploratory split ensures that reactions with the same combination
of reactants only appear in either the training set or the test set. This way of a split is more
realistic since the model is used to predict the outcomes of reactions that have different
combinations of reactants.

125 of 3955 reactions are missing values for the feature “slow cool”. For this paper,
these reactions are dropped, resulting in 3830 reactions. The 3830 reactions are then split
into a training set and a test set using exploratory split (1/3-test and 2/3-training data
split). The training set consists of 2585 (67%) instances and the test set consists of 1246
(33%) instances. The 266 reactions are used as the validation set.

5.2 Base Model for Active Learning

An SVM with the Pearson VII universal kernel (PUK) is one of the most effective machine
learning models currently known for the DRP dataset [22]. The parameters used for PUK
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are: σ = 7, ω = 0.5 [25]. The same 273 features used inMachine-learning-assisted materials
discovery using failed experiments are also used to train the base model [25].

5.3 Active Learning Scenario

5.3.1 Pool-based Active Learning Cycle

All labels of reactions in the training set are initially hidden from the active learner. The
active learner queries instances from the pool of reactions whose outcomes are already
known. In this way, a model validation can be done without the burden of actually per-
forming reactions. On the other hand, this approach restricts the instances that the active
learner can query. In application, a larger pool of unlabeled instances is desirable.

5.4 Does Active Learning Help?

5.4.1 Query Selection Strategy

For the SVM model with PUK, uncertainty sampling (Section 1.3.1) showed a promising
result (Figure 19). To check the validity of uncertainty sampling, I trained the SVM model
with the training set. Then each instance in the test set was assigned to a group based on
its certainty value from the trained model. For each group, I computed the MCC of the
model for the instances within the range of certainty. Figure 19 shows that the certainty
of a prediction is in line with MCC computed based on the test set: the model indeed
predicts instances with higher certainties better than the instances with lower certainties.

Since the model’s prediction certainties are consistent with the actual performance of
the model, uncertainty sampling (Section 1.3.1) is expected to be a suitable query selection
strategy. The detailed result can be found in Appendix 3.
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Figure 19: MCC versus Certainty
MCC tends to increase as certainty increases, suggesting that uncertainty sampling is a
suitable query selection strategy for the DRP dataset with the SVM model.
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5.4.2 Active Learning on the DRP Dataset

To validate that active learning is effective with the DRP dataset, a sequential (non-batch)
active learning is tested against passive learning (random sampling). Figure 20 shows
the average of MCCs of 10 trials. As the graph shows, active learning with uncertainty
sampling clearly outperforms passive learning. There is a considerable gap between the
MCCs of active learning and passive learning and the MCCs converge as the number of
queries increases.
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Figure 20: Active Learning on the DRP dataset

5.4.3 Batch Selection Strategy

Four different batch selection strategies are tested: random sampling, naive Q-best (Section
1.2.4), k-means-uncertain and k-means-closest (Section 3.2.2).

Figure 21 shows the MCCs of the four batch strategies on the DRP dataset with the
batch size of 50. As the graph shows, k-means-uncertain outperforms other batch selection
strategies. With k-means-uncertain, the active learner reached the MCC plateau with a
considerably fewer number of instances. Therefore, k-means-uncertain is chosen as the
batch strategy for the DRP dataset.

5.5 Model for Uncertainty Prediction

If the same set of features are used both for the base model and for explanation generation,
there is no intermediary model needed. As discussed in Section 5.2, 273 features are used
for the base model, but 62 features such as element names and element groups are excluded
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Figure 21: Batch Mode Active Learning on the DRP dataset

for explanation generation because they do not provide much additional information when
a list of organic and inorganic reactants of reactions provided along with an explanation
(Section 5.7.1). Since only a subset of features is used, an intermediary model is needed.

After uncertainty mapping, the intermediary model is trained on the mapped data to
classify whether the base model will be certain or uncertain given an instance (Section
3.1.3). This model can be different from the base model that predicts whether a reaction
will be successful. Four models are tested: SVM with PUK, Random Forest, unweighted
k-nearest neighbor, and weighted k-nearest neighbor. Figure 22 shows model performances
and the 30th percentile is used for uncertainty mapping. Overall, SVM with PUK shows a
better performance than other models. Thus, SVM with PUK is chosen as the intermediary
model that predicts uncertainty of the base model.

For all models tested, MCC decreases as the number of instances increases. Since the
percentile for the uncertainty threshold is fixed at the 30th percentile, the number of uncer-
tain instances decreases while the number of certain instances increases after uncertainty
mapping, resulting in a very skewed distribution of certain and uncertain instances. Since
the intermediary model becomes increasingly less accurate as the number of instances in-
creases, a query explanation will also be less accurate as the number of instances increases.
For the experiment, I concluded that it would not be appropriate to use the intermediary
model beyond 500 instances since the intermediary model cannot accurately predict the
certainty of predictions of the base model. In a typical active learning setting, the pool
size is expected to be much greater than the training set size. Therefore, this issue of an
intermediary model becoming increasingly less accurate is expected to be mitigated with
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a greater pool size.
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Figure 22: Uncertainty Prediction Model Comparison

5.6 Tuning the Parameters

There are several parameters that need to be determined: the batch size, the percentile for
the threshold for uncertainty mapping (Section 3.1.2), and the number of constraints/fea-
tures to explain an active learning query.

For the DRP dataset, the batch size is the number of chemical reactions to be performed
for each active learning round. The batch size was set at 20 after a discussion with the
DRP researchers. The percentile for the uncertainty threshold can be flexible as long as
there is an enough mix of certain and uncertain instances after uncertainty mapping. The
30th percentile was used, which means that 30 percent of the pool (unlabeled instances)
will be mapped as uncertain.

A LIME explanation consists of a set of constraints that defines an explanatory region.
Having too few constraints leads to uninteresting explanations (e.g. a single constraint,
pH < 5, is uninteresting and results in an explanatory region that is too large). The ideal
number of constraints is the one that provides enough information as to why the model
is uncertain about the query instance but does not create a much cognitive burden to an
expert. After a discussion with the DRP researchers, the number of constraints explaining
uncertainty is set to range from 4 to 6.
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5.7 Query Explanation

Along with the uncertainty explanation of a query instance, a description of the query
instance as well as a description of the batch is provided to the expert.

5.7.1 Query Instance Description

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1648 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.2995 grams

* org1 : 1,4-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1166 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : True

* pH : 4

Figure 23: Query Instance Description

It is important to provide succinct information about the query instance to chemists.
In this way, a chemist can have a concrete understanding of what the query instance is. An
instance description of a query reaction lists the reactants and their masses in the reaction
along with other information such as temperature, time, a logical value for slow cool and
pH. This information is what a chemist enters into the DRP database and the rest of
features used in the training set are generated from this information. Figure 23 shows a
query instance description.

5.7.2 Uncertainty Explanation

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.89

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.91

* orgminimalprojectionradiusMax <= 2.84

* slowCool = True

* orghbdamsaccGeomAvg <= 0.99

* numberInorg = 2

Figure 24: Uncertainty Explanation
LIME generated feature constraints that contribute to
the query instance being uncertain.

A LIME explanation provides constraints of features with weights whether a feature
contributes to classifying a given instance as one class or another. Since the purpose of
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using LIME is to explain the uncertainty of a query instance for the DRP dataset, given a
set of constraints, only the constraints contributing to the query instance being uncertain
are used. In short, an explanation of a query reaction is an answer to a chemist’s question
“why should I perform this reaction?” Figure 24 shows the uncertainty explanation of the
query instance in Figure 23.

5.7.3 Batch Description

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate,

sodium tellurite,

tellurium dioxide,

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0292, 0.4345] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite,

ammonium metavanadate,

tellurium dioxide,

sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0294, 0.4062] grams

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine,

ethylenediamine

* org1mass : [0.0129, 0.2346] grams

* temp : [90.0, 110.0]

* time : [17.0, 60.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

Figure 25: Batch Description
The batch description shows the variation in the batch of re-
actions. For example, in this batch, organic reaction is either
N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine or ethylenediamine and its mass
varies from 0.0128 to 0.2346 grams

An uncertainty explanation defines an explanatory region. As discussed in Section 3.2, a
batch of reactions is selected based on the explanatory region of a query reaction. Since the
dimension is very high for the DRP dataset, it is important to provide a description of the
batch of reactions. This description aims at helping chemists understand variation in the
batch of reactions. Figure 25 shows the description of 20 instances that are selected from
the explanatory region defined by the constraints in Figure 24 using the k-means-uncertain
batch selection strategy.
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5.8 Experiment Setup

The experiment is set up to evaluate the understandability of query explanations and test
whether incorporating domain knowledge in the active learning cycle leads to a performance
improvement. The software used for the experiment is implemented using scikit-learn and
libact [7, 37]. 100 reactions are randomly selected from the training set as a starting point
for active learning. As discussed earlier, the batch size is set at 20 and the experiment con-
sists of 20 active learning rounds. An explanatory-region-based batch selection algorithm
(Algorithm 1) that uses k-means-uncertain as a sub-batch selection strategy is used7. Alex
Norquist, Associate Professor of Chemistry at Haverford College, served as the expert.

The active learner recommends a set of reactions with explanation described in Section
5.7. Based on domain knowledge and explanation provided, the expert either accepts or
rejects the set of reaction. The experiment took about an hour. During the 20 active
learning rounds, a total of 43 questions are asked to the expert focusing on whether to
accept and perform reactions or to reject the reactions. Among 43 questions, the expert
accepted 31 and rejected 12. The raw output of the experiment is available in Appendix
D.

5.9 Result

Ideally, the experiment is repeated multiple times to compare the performance of EAL
with those of active learning (AL) and passive learning (PL). However, since a single run
of EAL takes an hour of human time and requires an expert in chemistry, the experiment
was run once. For each round, the model was tested against the test set and the validation
set. Since AL and PL can be easily repeated, AL and PL are run 20 times. Figures 26 and
27 show the MCCs for each round. For both the test set and the validation set, EAL shows
a commensurate MCC with the average MCC of AL and a greater MCC than the average
MCC of PL. Since the EAL was only run once, there is not much of statistical significance
of the result in terms of performance gain. The numeric values of Figures 26 and 27 can
be found in Appendix C.

Regarding providing interpretable explanations of active learning queries, explanations
were interpretable enough to Norquist who served as the chemistry expert for this experi-
ment. He was able to make some use of the explanations based on his domain knowledge
to decide whether to accept or reject a set of recommended reactions. He commented
that the explanations were helpful to identify the parts of chemical space that are poorly
understood by the model. He also pointed out the cases where an explanation and a batch
of reactions do not match. For example, an explanation only uses organic features but the
batch of reactions varies in inorganic reactants.

7Both Q and b are set at 20.
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Figure 27: Performance on the Validation Set

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, I was able to produce interpretable explanations for active learning queries
based on certainties derived from the prediction probability function of the base model and
using LIME to explain uncertainties of query instances,. For the DRP dataset, the expert
was able to interpret the explanation and use it to understand how the model behaves.
Incorporating domain knowledge in active learning showed a potential: the performance of
expert-aided active learning (EAL) was comparable to the average performance of AL on
both the training and the test set. However, because EAL requires a domain expert and
considerable human time the experiment could not be repeated multiple times to draw a
statistical significance out of the result. A more through performance comparison is left
for future work.

As discussed in Section 3.1.3, when the set of features used to train the model and the
set of features used for explanation generation differ, an intermediary model was used. This
approach, however, introduces a layer of potential error, and it is certainly problematic if
the intermediary model cannot accurately predict the uncertainties of the base model. An
approach that does not require the intermediary model is desirable.

As the chemistry expert, Norquist, pointed out sometimes there was inconsistency be-
tween the uncertainty explanation and the variation existing in the batch. This issue arose
from using locally faithful constraints to define an explanatory region. Therefore, although
all reactions in the batch are uncertain reactions, not all the reactions are uncertain for
the same reason. A more sophisticated batch selection strategy based on an explanatory
region that results in a set of reactions which are consistent with uncertainty explanation
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is another possible direction for a future study.
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Appendix A Incorporating Domain Knowledge in Active Learn-
ing

Table 1: Average MCCs of 20 Runs

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

EAL 0.215 0.373 0.464 0.521 0.576 0.615 0.643 0.651 0.663 0.674
AL 0.095 0.291 0.414 0.483 0.546 0.599 0.629 0.647 0.654 0.668
PL 0.242 0.364 0.443 0.484 0.525 0.564 0.590 0.610 0.629 0.631

Hypothesis: true means of MCCs of EAL and AL are equal
Alternative Hypothesis: true mean of MCCs of EAL is greater than that of AL
Degrees of Freedom: 99

Table 2: p-values for the t-tests

Number of Instances n-th Query p-value

21 1 8.66121e-09
22 2 1.64365e-07
23 3 3.82987e-05
24 4 3.90330e-05
25 5 1.94996e-06
26 6 0.0041851
27 7 0.0007130
28 8 0.1149893
29 9 0.0018019
30 10 0.0150918
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Appendix B Query Selection Strategy on the DRP Dataset

Table 3: MCC vs Certainty

Certainty TN FN TP FP Total MCC

0.00 - 0.10 15 8 3 14 40 -0.19
0.10 - 0.20 9 5 19 27 60 0.05
0.20 - 0.30 9 4 16 18 47 0.15
0.30 - 0.40 8 5 19 17 49 0.13
0.40 - 0.50 14 7 23 9 53 0.38
0.50 - 0.60 20 11 48 18 97 0.36
0.60 - 0.70 30 8 84 24 146 0.52
0.70 - 0.80 96 15 564 62 737 0.67
0.80 - 0.90 1 0 28 2 31 0.56
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Appendix C Active Learning on the DRP Dataset

Table 4: Performance on the Test Set

120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

EAL 0.103 0.162 0.173 0.179 0.108 0.197 0.193 0.103 0.114 0.119
AL 0.134 0.131 0.138 0.138 0.137 0.135 0.134 0.134 0.131 0.144
PL 0.081 0.087 0.091 0.092 0.091 0.096 0.096 0.100 0.102 0.112

320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500

EAL 0.146 0.147 0.147 0.149 0.158 0.138 0.144 0.144 0.145 0.149
AL 0.150 0.150 0.156 0.154 0.153 0.145 0.145 0.143 0.137 0.133
PL 0.106 0.108 0.108 0.112 0.115 0.113 0.112 0.113 0.116 0.113

For AL and PL, MCCs are the average of 20 runs.

Table 5: Performance on the Validation Set

120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

EAL 0.000 -0.078 -0.062 -0.058 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AL -0.008 -0.042 -0.051 -0.033 0.007 0.015 0.046 0.125 0.132 0.139
PL -0.152 -0.125 -0.111 -0.123 -0.110 -0.120 -0.100 -0.115 -0.126 -0.133

320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500

EAL 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.179 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.129 0.116
AL 0.132 0.125 0.140 0.161 0.149 0.106 0.087 0.084 0.064 0.062
PL -0.126 -0.124 -0.110 -0.104 -0.116 -0.113 -0.104 -0.103 -0.107 -0.107

For AL and PL, MCCs are the average of 20 runs.
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Appendix D Experiment Output

================================================================================

Round 1

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #62

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* orgASA_PMin <= 13.92

* 3.24 < orgpolarsurfaceareaMin <= 8.28

* 13.99 < orgavgpolMax <= 14.53

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

ammonium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.12, 1.899] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.4397, 1.3726] grams

* org1 : 1,4-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : [0.11, 0.8351] grams

* temp : [110.0, 120.0]

* time : [18.0, 24.0]

* pH : [4.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1648 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.2995 grams

* org1 : 1,4-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1166 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 4

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y
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================================================================================

Round 2

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #91

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* inorg-org-moleratio <= -1.81

* orgdon-wateraccratio > 0.04

* slowCool = True

* orgASA-Max > 102.13

* numberInorg = 2

* numberComponents >= 4

Instances in the batch: 3

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : [0.1686, 0.1736] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [1.3456, 1.419] grams

* org1 : 1,10-diaminodecane

* org2 : 2,5-dimethylpiperazine

* org2mass : [0.1166, 0.1237] grams

* pH : [1.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1686 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.419 grams

* org1 : 1,10-diaminodecane

* org2 : 2,5-dimethylpiperazine

* org2mass : 0.1166 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #170
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Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* numberInorg = 2

* 80.17 < orgASA-Min <= 98.46

* 77.12 < orgASA-ArithAvg <= 98.46

* orgASA_HArithAvg > 267.18

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

ammonium metavanadate

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0233, 0.3357] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.0815, 1.765] grams

* org1 : 2,6-dimethylpiperazine, N,N-dimethyl-N’-ethylethylenediamine

3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride

1,8-diaminooctane, 2,5-dimethylpyrazine

* org1mass : [0.0214, 0.3876] grams

* temp : [90.0, 150.0]

* time : [20.0, 60.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0457 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.3242 grams

* org1 : 2,5-dimethylpyrazine

* org1mass : 0.0265 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 20.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 7

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 3
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================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #45

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orghbdamsaccMax > 5.49

* PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.64

* 44.42 < EAGeom <= 53.82

* slowCool = True

* orgASA_HMax > 247.72

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0781, 0.8472] grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : [0.2127, 1.0613] grams

* org2 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, 1,8-diaminooctane,

tetraethylenepentamine, 2-methylpiperazine,

triethylenetetramine, N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine

N,N-dimethyl-N’-ethylethylenediamine

* org2mass : [0.1318, 0.9367] grams

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 120.0]

* pH : [2.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : 0.2035 grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : 1.0525 grams

* org2 : N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine

* org2mass : 0.2565 grams

* temp : 180

* time : 48.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================
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Round 4

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #202

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberOrg >= 2

* 79.96 < orgASA-Max <= 141.13

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.87

* 237.45 < orgASA_HMax <= 335.55

* 352.67 < PearsonElectronegMean <= 446.73

* 6.14 < orgASA_PGeomAvg <= 43.17

Instances in the batch: 5

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : [0.1808, 0.1844] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite

* inorg2mass : [0.1143, 0.1171] grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane, 3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : [0.123, 0.3977] grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : [2.0573, 4.0394] grams

* time : [120.0, 144.0]

* pH : [4.0, 11.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1829 grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite

* inorg2mass : 0.1171 grams

* org1 : 3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : 0.2002 grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : 3.9743 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 144.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 7

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y
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Explaining Query with id #390

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.64

* PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.64

* 34.33 < EAMean <= 54.03

* 338.58 < PearsonElectronegGeom <= 352.66

* 33.57 < EAGeom <= 53.82

Instances in the batch: 15

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide,

potassium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0488, 1.756] grams

* inorg2 : ammonium fluoride

* org1 : H3PO3, 2-methylpiperazine,

3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride,

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, ethylenediamine,

1,4-dimethylpiperazine, imidazole

* org1mass : [0.1182, 1.0235] grams

* org2 : diethylenetriamine, ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane

1,2-diaminopropane, N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine

* org2mass : [0.1105, 0.5995] grams

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 120.0]

* pH : [2.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : potassium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1564 grams

* org1 : ethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.5644 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 5

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n
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Explaining Query with id #771

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* orgASA_HArithAvg > 247.55

* 237.45 < orgASA_HMax <= 335.55

* orgASA_HGeomAvg > 247.47

Instances in the batch: 15

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, gallium trinitrate,

sodium vanadium trioxide, ammonium metavanadate,

sodium metavanadate, sodium fluoride,

molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0865, 1.638] grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate, Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.0628, 1.346] grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine, 2,5-dimethylpiperazine, 1,8-diaminooctane,

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine,

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, 3-aminoquinuclidine,

dihydrochloride, 2,6-dimethylpiperazine, triethylenetetramine

* org1mass : [0.0858, 1.3031] grams

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [18.0, 48.0]

* pH : [1.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.156 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1275 grams

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.0938 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1
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Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #945

Certainty 0.016

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberInorg >= 3

* slowCool = True

* 139.50 < AtomicRadiusMean <= 146.83

* 352.66 < PearsonElectronegGeom <= 438.68

* 352.67 < PearsonElectronegMean <= 446.73

* 54.03 < EAMean <= 121.60

Instances in the batch: 15

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

ammonium metavanadate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0449, 0.3174] grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : [0.0598, 0.6328] grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg3mass : [0.1597, 1.3363] grams

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, diethylenetriamine,

2-methylpiperazine, 2,5-dimethylpiperazine,

1,4-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : [0.0336, 0.863] grams

* pH : [1.0, 5.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1631 grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : 0.6328 grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg3mass : 0.6427 grams

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1111 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1
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Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 5

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #1088

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* 251.93 < orgASA_HMax <= 335.55

* orghbdamsdonGeomAvg <= 0.95

* 260.83 < orgASA_HArithAvg <= 336.83

* 257.46 < orgASA_HGeomAvg <= 336.83

* 256.47 < orgASA_HMin <= 336.83

Instances in the batch: 17

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide,

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0993, 0.3694] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.361, 1.346] grams

* org1 : 2,6-dimethylpiperazine, 3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : [0.1207, 0.3982] grams

* temp : [90.0, 150.0]

* time : [18.0, 48.0]

* pH : [2.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.3304 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.5595 grams

* org1 : 2,6-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.2062 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1
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* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #1351

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.84

* PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.83

* slowCool = True

* PearsonElectronegMean <= 395.05

* 52.87 < orgASA-GeomAvg <= 74.69

Instances in the batch: 3

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Ga2O3, ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0642, 0.1646] grams

* org1 : H3PO3, 2-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : [0.0828, 1.0488] grams

* org2 : 1-methylpiperazine

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 96.0]

* pH : [2.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1171 grams

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1182 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 48.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 6

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #102
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Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 2.02

* orgmaximalprojectionsizeMax <= 5.09

* 4.98 < orgmaximalprojectionradiusArithAvg <= 5.77

* slowCool = True

* orgminimalprojectionradiusGeomAvg <= 3.32

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, gallium trinitrate,

ammonium metavanadate

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0301, 1.264] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, Potassium Dichromate, tellurium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.0398, 0.5711] grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine

* org1mass : [0.0206, 0.7989] grams

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* pH : [1.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.0403 grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite

* inorg2mass : 0.0605 grams

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.2248 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 3

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 7

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #573
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Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.89

* time > 54.75

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.91

* orgmaximalprojectionradiusGeomAvg > 5.77

* 7 <= pH <= 11

* 1.73 < PaulingElectronegMax <= 2.13

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : [0.0842, 0.2879] grams

* inorg2 : ammonium metavanadate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.076, 0.1757] grams

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane, 1,6-diaminohexane,

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine

* org1mass : [0.0719, 0.1285] grams

* temp : [75.0, 90.0]

* time : [60.0, 84.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [8.0, 9.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.2797 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.1571 grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane

* org1mass : 0.0933 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 60.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 8

================================================================================
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Explaining Query with id #32

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.91

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.89

* 5 <= pH <= 9

* 1.85 < PaulingElectronegMax <= 2.13

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite, vanadium(V) oxide, tellurium dioxide

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0295, 10.2772] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide

tellurium dioxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0933, 0.761] grams

* org1 : 1-methylheptane, hexamine, 2-methylpiperazine

ethylenediamine, diethylenetriamine, 1,4-diaminobutane

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

tris(2-aminoethyl)amine, (S)-3-aminopiperidine dihydrochloride,

S-2-methylpiperazine, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine, 1,5-diaminopentane,

1,6-diaminohexane, piperazine, 1,2-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0238, 0.3792] grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : [3.0, 4.0288] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 192.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [7.0, 9.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0295 grams

* inorg2 : tellurium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.4053 grams

* org1 : diethylenetriamine

* org1mass : 0.0238 grams

* temp : 110
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* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 7

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 9

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #579

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.84 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 2.02

* 7 <= pH <= 10

* 59.75 < time <= 132.00

* 1.83 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.97

* 0.04 < EAMeanWeighted <= 0.60

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite, vanadium(V) oxide, tellurium dioxide

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0965, 0.4785] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium metavanadate,

potassium metavanadate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0748, 0.571] grams

* inorg3 : hydrazine

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane, N,N’-diethylethylenediamine,

S-2-methylpiperazine, 1-methylpiperazine,

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, ethylenediamine,

1,3-diaminopropane, piperazine, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

ethanol, N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine,

1,6-diaminohexane, tris(2-aminoethyl)amine, 1,2-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0628, 3.0] grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : [3.95, 4.1005] grams

* temp : [75.0, 180.0]

* time : [59.5, 120.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [8.0, 10.0]
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============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.2715 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.1431 grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane

* org1mass : 0.0936 grams

* temp : 75

* time : 60.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #604

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.84 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 2.02

* 1.83 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.97

* 5 <= pH <= 7

* 59.75 < time <= 132.00

* numberInorg = 2

* 0.04 < EAMeanWeighted <= 0.60

Instances in the batch: 3

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1495, 0.468] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.1432, 0.2642] grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane, 1,2-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.114, 0.4601] grams

* temp : [90.0, 100.0]

* time : [60.0, 72.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [6.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate
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* inorg1mass : 0.1495 grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite

* inorg2mass : 0.2642 grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane

* org1mass : 0.136 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 60.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 6

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #820

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberInorg >= 3

* 395.05 < PearsonElectronegGeom <= 422.98

* 1.84 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 2.02

* 710.52 < IonizationGeom <= 744.48

* 1.83 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.97

* 62.22 < orgASA-Min <= 74.99

* 716.28 < IonizationMean <= 754.18

Instances in the batch: 2

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.1254, 0.3174] grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : [0.1799, 0.525] grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg3mass : [0.5856, 1.3325] grams

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : [0.0961, 0.1008] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1254 grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : 0.1799 grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide
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* inorg3mass : 1.3325 grams

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1008 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #1147

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orgminimalprojectionradiusMax <= 2.90

* orgminimalprojectionradiusGeomAvg <= 2.89

* orgminimalprojectionradiusArithAvg <= 2.89

* numberInorg = 2

* slowCool = True

Instances in the batch: 15

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide, sodium metavanadate

tellurium dioxide, sodium fluoride, molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0457, 0.9128] grams

* inorg2 : HIO3, sodium metavanadate, sodium tellurite

Selenium dioxide, tellurium dioxide, Potassium Dichromate

ammonium fluoride

* inorg2mass : [0.0386, 2.5575] grams

* org1 : H3PO3, N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, ethylenediamine

1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0144, 1.2571] grams

* org2 : ethylenediamine, ethanol

* org2mass : [0.0624, 3.95] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1396, 0.2809] grams

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [17.0, 120.0]

* pH : [1.0, 11.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================
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* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1278 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1174 grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : 0.0855 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.1396 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 10

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #154

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.89

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.91

* orgminimalprojectionradiusMax <= 2.84

* slowCool = True

* orghbdamsaccGeomAvg <= 0.99

* numberInorg = 2

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium tellurite, tellurium dioxide

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0292, 0.4345] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium metavanadate, tellurium dioxide

sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0294, 0.4062] grams

* org1 : N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, ethylenediamine

* org1mass : [0.0129, 0.2346] grams

* temp : [90.0, 110.0]

* time : [17.0, 60.0]
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* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.1356 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.0785 grams

* org1 : ethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.0722 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 11

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #608

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberInorg = 2

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.87

* slowCool = True

* 5.98 < orghbdamsdonMin <= 9.95

* 5.98 < orghbdamsdonGeomAvg <= 9.95

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium tellurite, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0319, 0.2463] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide

tellurium dioxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0442, 0.4056] grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane, diethylenetriamine, 1,4-diaminobutane

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

1-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine, 1,5-diaminopentane,

tris(2-aminoethyl)amine

* org1mass : [0.0196, 0.2715] grams
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* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1034, 0.1068] grams

* temp : [90.0, 110.0]

* time : [24.0, 84.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.1457 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.0745 grams

* org1 : 1,6-diaminohexane

* org1mass : 0.1391 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 12

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #146

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 5.14 < orghbdamsdonGeomAvg <= 5.80

* 7.41 < orgavgpol_pHdependentArithAvg <= 7.47

* orgminimalprojectionradiusGeomAvg <= 2.63

* numberInorg = 2

* orgminimalprojectionradiusArithAvg <= 2.63

* slowCool = True

Instances in the batch: 7

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : [0.1396, 0.3175] grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0703, 0.1728] grams

* org1 : ethylenediamine
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* org1mass : [0.074, 0.1166] grams

* time : [24.0, 60.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.2562 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.1557 grams

* org1 : ethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.1119 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 60.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #902

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberInorg = 2

* numberComponents >= 4

* 5.98 < orghbdamsdonMin <= 9.95

* slowCool = True

* 5.98 < orghbdamsdonGeomAvg <= 9.95

Instances in the batch: 13

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1159, 0.2339] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.4465, 1.3527] grams

* org1 : diethylenetriamine, 1,4-diaminobutane, ethylenediamine

1,3-diaminopropane, 1,2-diaminocyclohexane, 1,5-diaminopentane

* org1mass : [0.0653, 0.1916] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1014, 0.2774] grams

* temp : [90.0, 110.0]

* time : [16.0, 60.0]

* pH : [1.0, 2.0]
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============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1269 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.0123 grams

* org1 : 1,4-diaminobutane

* org1mass : 0.09 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.1726 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 13

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #401

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* AtomicRadiusGeomWeighted > 1.08

* hardnessMinWeighted > 1.91

* AtomicRadiusMeanWeighted > 1.17

* IonizationMinWeighted > 4.20

* PearsonElectronegGeom <= 352.66

Instances in the batch: 19

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium vanadium trioxide,

potassium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.9315, 1.756] grams

* org1 : H3PO3, N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, ethylenediamine

1,3-diaminopropane, imidazole

* org1mass : [0.0104, 0.5076] grams

* org2 : 1,6-diaminohexane, 1,3-diaminopropane

* org2mass : [0.5995, 0.9218] grams

* temp : [90.0, 110.0]
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* time : [24.0, 48.0]

* pH : [1.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 1.138 grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : 0.5076 grams

* org2 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org2mass : 0.5995 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 48.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 6

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #2105

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* numberInorg = 2

* slowCool = True

* 5.98 < orghbdamsdonMin <= 7.99

* orghbdamsaccGeomAvg <= 0.99

Instances in the batch: 1

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1663 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.0715 grams

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane

* org1mass : 0.1448 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 19.0
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* slowCool : 1

* pH : 7

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 14

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #2

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* AtomicRadiusMeanWeighted > 1.17

* slowCool = True

* numberInorg = 2

* temp >= 113

Instances in the batch: 2

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1325, 0.1801] grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : [2.006, 2.4882] grams

* org1 : 1-methylpiperazine, diethylenetriamine

* org1mass : [0.1047, 0.1053] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1801 grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : 2.006 grams

* org1 : 1-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1053 grams

* temp : 130

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #174
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Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.64

* PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.64

* 14.45 < EAGeom <= 53.82

* 14.45 < EAMean <= 54.03

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, ammonium metavanadate,

sodium metavanadate, vanadium(V) oxide,

potassium vanadium trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0509, 0.8439] grams

* inorg2 : ammonium fluoride

* org1 : H3PO3, diethylenetriamine, ethylenediamine,

1,3-diaminopropane, 3-aminopiperidine dihydrochloride,

1-methylpiperazine

* org1mass : [0.0468, 1.0654] grams

* org2 : diethylenetriamine, ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride, triethylenetetramine,

N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine, 1,6-diaminohexane,

1-methylpiperazine, 1,2-diaminopropane

* org2mass : [0.0157, 0.7071] grams

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* time : [20.0, 120.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1853 grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : 0.5574 grams

* org2 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org2mass : 0.3635 grams

* temp : 170

* time : 120.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 6
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Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #1158

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* numberInorg = 2

* numberComponents >= 4

* 106.66 < orgASA_HGeomAvg <= 142.58

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0978, 0.2] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.349, 1.3553] grams

* org1 : (S)-3-aminopyrrolidine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride

R-3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride,

1,3,5,7- tetraazaadamantane, 3-aminopyrrolidine,

imidazole

* org1mass : [0.072, 0.1917] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1019, 0.3497] grams

* temp : [90.0, 130.0]

* time : [16.0, 60.0]

* pH : [1.0, 7.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0978 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1168 grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : 0.0725 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.2144 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 16.0

* slowCool : 1
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* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 15

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #88

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orgASA-Max > 97.12

* orghbdamsaccGeomAvg <= 0.13

* 40.01 < orgASA-ArithAvg <= 87.19

* orgminimalprojectionradiusGeomAvg <= 2.92

Instances in the batch: 9

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0457, 0.1884] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium fluoride

* inorg2mass : [0.0421, 0.1152] grams

* org1 : H3PO3, 1-methylheptane

* org1mass : [0.1241, 1.0235] grams

* org2 : diethylenetriamine, 1,4-diaminobutane, ethylenediamine

1,3-diaminopropane, ethanol

* org2mass : [0.107, 4.0539] grams

* temp : [110.0, 170.0]

* time : [48.0, 120.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [1.0, 12.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1846 grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite

* inorg2mass : 0.1152 grams

* org1 : 1-methylheptane

* org1mass : 0.1426 grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : 4.017 grams
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* temp : 110

* time : 72.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 12

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #2047

Certainty 0.017

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* 1.64 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.65

* 352.67 < PearsonElectronegMean <= 366.38

* 53.82 < EAGeom <= 67.80

* 1.64 < PaulingElectronegMax <= 1.73

* 1.64 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.65

* 651.90 < IonizationMax <= 668.60

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, ammonium metavanadate,

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1098, 0.3433] grams

* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : [0.5152, 2.4882] grams

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine, 1-methylpiperazine,

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine,

3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride,

1,4-dimethylpiperazine, diethylenetriamine,

2,5-dimethylpyrazine

* org1mass : [0.0853, 0.1661] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.0987, 0.1257] grams

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 89.0]

* pH : [1.0, 2.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate

* inorg1mass : 0.1851 grams
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* inorg2 : Potassium Dichromate

* inorg2mass : 1.0075 grams

* org1 : 1,4-dimethylpiperazine

* org1mass : 0.1217 grams

* temp : 110

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 16

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #1653

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* 42.93 < orgASA-GeomAvg <= 87.19

* 42.93 < orgASA-Min <= 87.19

* 42.93 < orgASA-ArithAvg <= 87.19

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, gallium trinitrate,

sodium vanadium trioxide, ammonium metavanadate, ZnO,

sodium metavanadate, sodium tellurite,

potassium vanadium trioxide, sodium fluoride,

molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0328, 1.638] grams

* inorg2 : HIO3, sodium metavanadate, sodium tellurite

Selenium dioxide, tellurium dioxide, Potassium Dichromate

ammonium fluoride

* inorg2mass : [0.0299, 2.2307] grams

* inorg3 : Selenium dioxide

* org1 : 2-methylpiperazine, N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine,

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

2-methylpyrazine, (S)-3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride,

1,2-diaminocyclohexane, 1,5-diaminopentane

* org1mass : [0.0153, 2.3417] grams
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* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1022, 0.1404] grams

* temp : [80.0, 180.0]

* time : [15.0, 96.0]

* pH : [1.0, 13.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1302 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.034 grams

* org1 : 1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine

* org1mass : 0.2546 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 15.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #2196

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 32.64 < orgmaximalprojectionareaMin <= 32.87

* 150.47 < orgASA+Min <= 195.40

* 36.80 < oxlikepolarsurfaceareaMax <= 76.01

Instances in the batch: 2

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1214, 0.1279] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.6659, 0.6962] grams

* org1 : 3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : [0.1552, 0.1574] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1171, 0.1435] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate
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* inorg1mass : 0.1214 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.6659 grams

* org1 : 3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : 0.1574 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.1171 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #914

Certainty 0.013

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 42.93 < orgASA-Min <= 87.19

* 42.93 < orgASA-ArithAvg <= 87.19

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.87

* 42.93 < orgASA-GeomAvg <= 87.19

* orgminimalprojectionradiusMin <= 2.93

Instances in the batch: 18

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, gallium trinitrate, vanadium(V) oxide

sodium metavanadate, sodium tellurite, tellurium dioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0328, 0.4774] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, tellurium dioxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0565, 0.4486] grams

* org1 : 1-methylheptane, N,N’-diethylethylenediamine,

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

2-aminooctane, 1,6-diaminohexane,

N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine,

1-ethylpiperazine, 1,5-diaminopentane

* org1mass : [0.0153, 0.7683] grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : [1.9788, 4.017] grams

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 192.0]
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* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [3.0, 12.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite

* inorg1mass : 0.2767 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.0756 grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : 0.0708 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 60.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 17

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #413

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* 12 <= time <= 16

* 13.34 < orgavgpol_pHdependentMax <= 13.44

* 105.32 < oxlikevanderwaalsGeomAvg <= 215.85

Instances in the batch: 9

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0989, 0.1486] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.8939, 1.3356] grams

* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

* org1mass : [0.134, 0.2478] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.225, 0.4166] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================
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* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.124 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.139 grams

* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

* org1mass : 0.134 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.225 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 16.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #421

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* oxlikeASA+GeomAvg > 51.28

* oxlikeASA+Max > 51.28

* 211.05 < orgASAArithAvg <= 212.28

Instances in the batch: 11

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0989, 0.1486] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.8963, 1.3361] grams

* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

* org1mass : [0.134, 0.209] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.139, 0.3474] grams

* time : [16.0, 18.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.126 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.133 grams
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* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

* org1mass : 0.222 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.169 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #1150

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* oxlikeASA+ArithAvg > 51.28

* oxlikeASA+GeomAvg > 51.28

* 42.93 < orgASA-ArithAvg <= 87.19

Instances in the batch: 3

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0989, 0.1304] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.8979, 1.1273] grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0787, 0.0927] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.1404, 0.3477] grams

* time : [17.0, 18.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0989 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1273 grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : 0.0881 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.1404 grams
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* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 18

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #1174

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* oxlikeASA+GeomAvg > 51.28

* orgmolpolMin <= 10.01

* orgminimalprojectionradiusGeomAvg <= 3.11

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0996, 0.1494] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [1.111, 1.3364] grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0569, 0.1115] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : [0.112, 0.3508] grams

* time : [16.0, 19.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0996 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1121 grams

* org1 : 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : 0.0818 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.2778 grams

* temp : 90
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* time : 17.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 19

================================================================================

Explaining Query with id #1256

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* time > 54.75

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.89

* 1.76 < PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.91

* 0.13 < PearsonElectronegMeanWeighted <= 1.36

* 0.11 < hardnessMaxWeighted <= 2.04

Instances in the batch: 20

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium tellurite, vanadium(V) oxide, tellurium dioxide

sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1208, 0.4801] grams

* inorg2 : sodium tellurite, ammonium metavanadate,

potassium metavanadate, tellurium dioxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0768, 0.1709] grams

* inorg3 : hydrazine

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane, N,N’-diethylethylenediamine,

S-2-methylpiperazine, 1-methylpiperazine, 1-methylheptane,

ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane, 2-aminooctane,

piperazine, ethanol, N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine,

1-ethylpiperazine, 1,6-diaminohexane, tris(2-aminoethyl)amine,

1,2-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0628, 3.0] grams

* org2 : ethanol

* org2mass : [3.9414, 4.1169] grams

* temp : [90.0, 180.0]

* time : [59.5, 192.0]

* slowCool : [no, yes]

* pH : [3.0, 12.0]
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============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : tellurium dioxide

* inorg1mass : 0.4755 grams

* inorg2 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : 0.1592 grams

* org1 : ethylenediamine

* org1mass : 0.3828 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 192.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 8

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #2192

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* 7.36 < IonizationMaxWeighted <= 7.57

* 29.45 < oxlikeASA+GeomAvg <= 51.28

* 29.45 < oxlikeASA+ArithAvg <= 51.28

* orgmolpolMax <= 14.75

* 18.44 < orgrefractivityMin <= 25.33

Instances in the batch: 1

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* org1 : 3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.128 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.8896 grams

* org1 : 3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride

* org1mass : 0.151 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.1725 grams
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* temp : 90

* time : 24.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 2

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #1719

Certainty 0.019

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orgASA-Max > 97.12

* PaulingElectronegGeom <= 1.64

* PaulingElectronegMean <= 1.64

* 14.45 < EAMean <= 54.03

* 14.45 < EAGeom <= 53.82

* slowCool = True

Instances in the batch: 19

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, vanadium(V) oxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0457, 0.8439] grams

* inorg2 : ammonium fluoride

* inorg2mass : [0.0358, 0.0421] grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : [0.0468, 1.0654] grams

* org2 : 1,6-diaminohexane, 3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride,

diethylenetriamine, ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane,

3-aminopyrrolidine dihydrochloride, triethylenetetramine,

N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine, 1,5-diaminopentane,

1-methylpiperazine, 1,2-diaminopropane

* org2mass : [0.0157, 0.7071] grams

* temp : [110.0, 180.0]

* time : [24.0, 120.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : vanadium(V) oxide

* inorg1mass : 0.1016 grams

* org1 : H3PO3

* org1mass : 0.4158 grams
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* org2 : ethylenediamine

* org2mass : 0.2817 grams

* temp : 170

* time : 96.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 6

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #2234

Certainty 0.022

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orgpolarsurfaceareaMin > 91.96

* orgASA-GeomAvg > 105.87

* orgASA-ArithAvg > 105.69

* orgpolarsurfaceareaGeomAvg > 91.96

* orgASA-Min > 93.46

* orgASA-Max > 97.12

Instances in the batch: 5

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0837, 0.4915] grams

* org1 : Lysine

* org1mass : [0.0869, 0.5071] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : 0.4915 grams

* org1 : Lysine

* org1mass : 0.0904 grams

* temp : 180

* time : 48.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 5

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #2119

Certainty 0.023
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=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* orgmaximalprojectionradiusArithAvg > 5.77

* 42.93 < orgASA-Min <= 87.19

* 42.93 < orgASA-Max <= 87.19

* 42.93 < orgASA-GeomAvg <= 87.19

* orgminimalprojectionsizeGeomAvg > 11.28

Instances in the batch: 19

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : Oxovanadium(2+) sulfate, sodium tellurite,

ammonium metavanadate, sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0239, 0.417] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide, sodium metavanadate

* inorg2mass : [0.0479, 1.1872] grams

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane, 1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine,

(S)-3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride

1,6-diaminohexane

* org1mass : [0.0322, 0.824] grams

* temp : [90.0, 150.0]

* time : [4.0, 96.0]

* pH : [1.0, 8.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : ammonium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.3128 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 0.0571 grams

* org1 : 1,5-diaminopentane

* org1mass : 0.0322 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 21.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 3

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

================================================================================

Round 20

================================================================================
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Explaining Query with id #1650

Certainty 0.000

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* orgmaximalprojectionsizeGeomAvg > 6.95

* 386.08 < orgvanderwaalsMax <= 404.04

* orgmaximalprojectionradiusGeomAvg > 6.38

Instances in the batch: 15

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.1195, 0.1582] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [0.6614, 1.2624] grams

* org1 : (S)-3-aminoquinuclidine dihydrochloride,

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine

* org1mass : [0.1652, 0.2805] grams

* temp : [90.0, 150.0]

* time : [4.0, 20.0]

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.1213 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1078 grams

* org1 : 1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine

* org1mass : 0.2627 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 6.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y

Explaining Query with id #2234

Certainty 0.019

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* orgASA-ArithAvg > 90.38

* orgASA-GeomAvg > 102.13
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* orgASA-Min > 87.19

* orgASA-Max > 96.26

* 366.36 < PearsonElectronegGeom <= 395.05

Instances in the batch: 5

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : [0.0837, 0.4915] grams

* org1 : Lysine

* org1mass : [0.0869, 0.5071] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : molybdenum trioxide

* inorg1mass : 0.4915 grams

* org1 : Lysine

* org1mass : 0.0904 grams

* temp : 180

* time : 48.0

* slowCool : 0

* pH : 5

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : n

Explaining Query with id #455

Certainty 0.026

=========== The model is uncertain about the reaction because ... ==============

* slowCool = True

* 0.06 < inorg-water-moleratio <= 0.07

* oxlikeASA+Min > 51.28

* oxlikeASA+GeomAvg > 51.28

Instances in the batch: 5

================ A potential variation for probing the region ==================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : [0.0989, 0.149] grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : [1.1137, 1.1224] grams

* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, 1,3-diaminopropane

* org1mass : [0.0932, 0.2461] grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate
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* oxlike1mass : [0.2785, 0.3503] grams

============================= An example reaction ==============================

* inorg1 : sodium metavanadate

* inorg1mass : 0.0989 grams

* inorg2 : Selenium dioxide

* inorg2mass : 1.1224 grams

* org1 : 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

* org1mass : 0.2046 grams

* oxlike1 : sodium oxalate

* oxlike1mass : 0.2798 grams

* temp : 90

* time : 18.0

* slowCool : 1

* pH : 1

Would you like to conduct the experiments for this region? (y/n) : y
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